‘Will they come back? What makes virtual, place-based and hybrid communities successful?’

Abstract
For more than 20 years researchers have investigated what makes virtual, place-based and hybrid communities successful. While there is now a large body of literature on this topic, technology changes over the years, and so do the ways that people interact with digital devices. Furthermore, participants are increasingly diverse in all respects, including their expertise and interests. Communities that are primarily place-based often use information and communication technology; conversely, communities that are primarily virtual often have groups that are place-based. Movement in and out of communities is fluid and constantly changing. The issue of “what encourages participants to keep coming back” is therefore still of key interest, especially to community organizers and leaders. In this talk, I introduce the Reader-to-Leader Framework (Preece & Shneiderman, 2009) as a vehicle for examining enduring sociability and usability issues and for identifying new properties that have arisen during the last eight years. I draw on examples from citizen science, management and business studies.
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